
“You can draft high quality contracts in 
minutes, without wasting time looking 
for precedents or standard forms. I highly 
recommend it.”
-  Brian Liu, Founder of LegalZoom and 

BizCounsel

Lawgood on VitalLaw™ for Corporate Counsel
Draft contracts in minutes, not hours.

Created by in-house lawyers for in-house lawyers, Lawgood on VitalLaw™ for Corporate Counsel makes 
it faster, easier, and more effi cient for in-house legal teams to draft market-driven contracts without 
precedent libraries, expensive practice resources, or tedious research. 

Create contracts

more quickly 
(in minutes & change 

clause language 
in seconds!)

with increased 
accuracy

in-house

ROI

Reduce outside 
counsel budget 

dollars

Save 20+ hours 
on drafting a 

single contract

Bridge the gap between 
your department’s 
strategy and the 
actual execution

Besides the ROI, why should 
you take a deeper look?
✓  No software to install. 

✓  Seamlessly integrated with VitalLaw™ for 
Corporate Counsel for easy access.

✓  Interactive and intuitive interface eliminating
the need for training or onboarding.

✓  Easily tailor contracts and clauses based on 
party position, location, and industry.

✓  Change clause language and favorability in 
seconds based on deal and company needs.

✓  Contracts and clauses are researched and 
vetted by lawyers from Am Law 100 fi rms, so 
you don’t have to spend hours searching for the 
best language, or risk using random precedents. 

✓  Templates and language are updated regularly 
to refl ect current law and market trends. 
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To learn more, or request a demo, visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/CorporateCounsel or call 1-800-955-5217.

Agreement No 
Resources

Other 
Provider1

VitalLaw™ + 
Lawgood

Total Time 
Savings

Master Service Agreement

License Agreement

Executive Employment Agreement 12+
hrs

15 
min

6
hrs

12
hrs

22+
hrs

20
min

4
hrs

23
hrs

24+
hrs

35
min

11
hrs

25
hrs

1Dewey B Strategic Post

“Lawgood saves me hours of drafting and research. And it’s super easy to use.” 
-  Blake Fallar, Senior Counsel, Tinder

Easily change your 
position for a particular 
clause with one click!
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